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Choose from 4 standard-width and 3 8ft-wide 
Compass Casita models...

Choose from 4 refined Compass Capiro models... Choose from 2 single-axle and 2 twin-axle  
Compass Camino models...
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Introducing the 
inspirational all-new 
2019 Season Compass 
Caravan range
The Compass Casita range is fresh, exciting and delivers 
unbeatable value for money. Our ‘Little House’ truly is a  
home-from-home, with every luxury included whilst  
maintaining its lightweight advantage.

The Compass Capiro range from Compass is stylish and 
sophisticated, with infinite appeal. This luxurious yet lightweight 
range of touring caravans boasts Alde’s central heating system 
and seriously good specification - yet every model weighs less 
than 1500kgs MTPLM!

The award-winning Compass Camino boasts head-turning  
looks and exciting specification. From the slick, sporty exterior 
to the opulent interior - no other caravan looks or feels like the 
Compass Camino.
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The Casita range is fresh, exciting and delivers 
unbeatable value for money. The Casita features 
innovative and practical specification, style and 
unrivalled craftsmanship - all at an affordable price.

Practically Perfect

Casita 866
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Optional bedding set available - see price listCasita 462 shown in standard fabric
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NEW FOR 2019 SEASON

Exclusive Ecocamel 
Orbit water-saving  
shower with  
built-in Aircore 
Technology

Whale 4.3kW dual 
fuel heating and 

Whale Expanse 8L 
water heater

Whale iVan 
touch-screen 
control

Sky-Scape 
panoramic 
sunroof

Microwave

- Range includes standard-width and 8ft-wide layouts

- AL-KO Chassis with AKS 3004 stabiliser and ATC

- Strong-Lite Aluminium one-piece sides – up to 40% 
stronger and 30% lighter

- Stone-chip resistant front panel

- Balanced wheels

- Spare wheel and underslung carrier

- Sky-Scape panoramic sunroof 

- Whale® 4.3kW dual fuel heating - runs on gas,  
electric or both

- Whale® Expanse dual fuel 8L underslung water heater

- Whale® iVan® touch screen control

- Grade III Thermal Insulation for year-round use

- Aquaclean upholstery –  simply wipes clean with water

- OZIO Upholstery – cool in Summer, warm in Winter

- Dual fuel hob

- Microwave

- Retractable bed – creating 40cm extra floorspace in 
daytime mode (550, 554 and 860 models)

- Craftsman-built cabinetry with positive locking

- Exterior Graphics

- Contemporary interior design  
and luxurious ‘Daytona’ upholstery

- Adjustable, individually switched Chrome  
LED reading lights to front lounge

- New style switches and sockets

- New style locker door handles

- New style bathroom accessories and  
extra towel hooks

- New style oven and grill 

- Ecocamel Orbit water-saving shower

DESIGN FEATURES KEY FEATURES

New style oven, grill 
and dual fuel hob 
with spark ignition 
and 800W electric 
hotplate, three gas 
burners with smoked 
glass lid

Retractable bed 
to 550, 554 and 
860, creating 
a comfortable 
daybed and 400mm 
additional floorspace 
during the day

New style 
bathroom 
accessories, 
plus additional 
towel hooks

New style 
reading lights

OZIO 
upholstery 
- cool in 
Summer  
and warm  
in Winter

Optional fabric: Hampton

Optional PetFriendly fabric: Miramar 

DESIGN OPTIONS

Alternative fabric available, please refer to price list.

Change the look and feel of your Casita  
with a choice of interior soft furnishings.

The Daytona upholstery is standard with  
Casita and is supplied with 4x co-ordinating  
scatter and 2x armrest cushions. 

Standard fabric: Daytona

Casita standard fabric is Aquaclean® - 
simply wipes clean with water.

Optional fabric: Miramar has Safefront® 
and PetFriendly® technology.
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NEW Casita 586

Casita 550 Casita 554 Casita 550 Casita 554 

Casita 462
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TECHNOLOGY

The Whale heating in the Casita range is underslung - 
creating even more storage space within the caravan. 

Casita is fresh and exciting, featuring innovative 
and practical specification, style and unrivalled 
craftsmanship. The range features totally unique 
layouts that you simply won’t find anywhere else.

Casita 550

NEW Casita 586

Super-efficient and easy to use, it 
warms even the largest models in  
no time. Using both gas and electric, 
you’ll be enjoying a hot shower in  
just 10 minutes!

Other practical technology includes 
OZIO upholstery for optimum  
comfort, wipe-clean Aquaclean®  
fabric and mattresses with new 
Argentum® properties.

Technology Features:

1. Whale® 4.3kW dual-fuel heating - 
runs on gas, electric or both

2. Whale® Expanse dual-fuel 8L 
underslung water heater

3. Whale® iVan touch-screen control 

4. Highflow submersible pump with 
Whale IC intelligent controller and 
inline filter - turns the pump off 
when the water runs out

5.  Revolutionary ‘Strong-Lite’  
high-strength Aluminium  
one-piece sides. Up to 40% 
stronger and 30% lighter

6.  Balanced wheels for even wear  
and better fuel consumption

7.  100% LED interior lighting, saving 
up to 80% battery consumption 

TECHNOLOGY

All Casita caravans are built with 
fully-bonded SoLiD Construction
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LAYOUT OPTIONS

Choose from 7 exceptional Casita models  - 
 all available from your nearest approved  
Compass Caravan Retailer

The Casita 550 is a great 
lightweight island bed 
single-axle model. 

This model features a 
separate bathroom and 
shower cubicle amidships, 
which can be sectioned off to 
create en-suite facilities.

SINGLE AXLE
4 BERTH

550

A deceptively spacious 
2-berth model. Lightweight 
and easy-to-tow, yet  
tardis-like inside!

The roomy lounge converts 
into a large double bed, 
with a fully equipped 
side-bathroom and a well-
equipped, beautifully-lit 
kitchen and dresser spanning 
the rear of this nifty model.

SINGLE AXLE
2 BERTH

462

Find your perfect caravan and  
get the best deal at elddis.co.uk
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The Casita 554 is a  
single-axle layout with 
retractable transverse  
fixed island bed and  
rear bathroom. 

The Casita 554 features 
a beautifully stylish and 
spacious end-bathroom/
dressing area.

SINGLE AXLE
4 BERTH

554

The Casita 586 is a layout 
which will really appeal to 
families. The rear of the 
caravan boasts fixed bunk 
beds, and the bathroom 
has been reconfigured  
for 2019 Season - so it’s 
now just like its 840 and 
866 counterparts! 

Opposite the family kitchen 
you’ll find a side dinette 
which converts to a single 
bed with lift-up bunk. And 
up-front the large lounge 
area converts to a super-size 
double at night.

TWIN AXLE
6 BERTH

586 NEW
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The 840 layout features 
rear ‘French’ bed and 
incomparable lounging 
space, providing an option 
for couples and families. 

TWIN AXLE
6 BERTH

840

The 860 layout features 
a bright and airy rear 
bedroom, with transverse, 
retractable bed - separated 
from the vast living area 
by the shower room and 
vanity - which can be  
used either as a 
couple’s en-suite or
a family bathroom. 

TWIN AXLE
4 BERTH

860

The 866 layout features 
family-friendly children’s 
zone to rear, complete with 
bunk ‘Pods’ and dedicated 
café-lounge / play area.

TWIN AXLE
6 BERTH

866

LAYOUT 
OPTIONS

Casita 840 and 866 feature front lounge plus wraparound dinette

Casita 860 Casita 840 Casita 866

8ft 
wide

8ft wide Casita models offer unparalleled 
space and unique layouts, making the most 
of the extra space in every way!
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With all this specification, including Alde and AL-KO ATC, 
you might be surprised that every model weighs less than 
1500kgs MTPLM and so can be towed effortlessly by the 
average family car.

The Capiro from Compass offers seriously good specification 
and style in a lightweight, easy-to-tow single-axle package.

Streamlined Sophistication

14    www.elddis.co.uk 
NEW Capiro 550
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LED feature lighting

External gas 
barbecue point

LED large awning 
light with drip 
deflector above door

Stargazer 
rooflight

Sky-Scape 
panoramic 
sunroof

Alde 24hr central 
and water 
heating system

Retractable bed to 
550 and 554, creating 
a comfortable 
daybed and 400mm 
additional floorspace 
during the day

DESIGN FEATURES

Alde Load Monitor 
- never trip out 
your electrics!

New style 
bathroom 
accessories, 
plus additional 
towel hooks Pleated blinds 

and flyscreens

DESIGN OPTIONS

Change the look and feel of your Capiro  
with a choice of interior soft furnishings.

The Hampton upholstery is standard with  
Capiro and is supplied with 4x co-ordinating  
scatter and 4x armrest cushions.

Capiro standard fabric is Aquaclean®  
- simply wipes clean with water.

Optional fabric: Miramar has Safefront® 
and PetFriendly® technology.

Standard fabric: Hampton

Capiro 550 shown in standard fabric

- All models are single-axle and under 1500kgs MTPLM

- AL-KO Chassis with AKS 3004 stabiliser and ATC

- Strong-Lite Aluminium one-piece sides – up to 40% 
stronger and 30% lighter

- Stone-chip resistant front panel

- Balanced wheels

- Spare wheel and underslung carrier

- External Gas barbecue point

- Exterior access locker door with 230V socket

- Sky-Scape panoramic sunroof 

- Stargazer rooflight

- Alde 24hr central and water heating system

- `Salinas Ash’ craftsman-built  
cabinetry with positive locking

- Alde Load Monitor – never trip out your electrics!

- Grade III Thermal Insulation for year-round use

- Aquaclean upholstery – wipes clean with water

- OZIO Upholstery – cool in Summer, warm in Winter

- Pleated blinds

- Dual fuel hob

- Microwave

- Ecocamel Orbit water-saving shower

- Heated towel rail

- Back-lit bathroom vanity mirror

- Retractable bed – creating 40cm extra floorspace  
in daytime mode (550 and 554 models)

KEY FEATURES

NEW FOR 2019 SEASON

- Illuminated gas locker

- Exterior Graphics

- Contemporary interior design and  
luxurious ‘Hampton’ upholstery

- Adjustable, individually switched  
Chrome LED reading lights 

- Concealed lighting under kitchen worktops

- New style switches and sockets

- New style locker door handles

- New style bathroom accessories  
and extra towel hooks

- New style oven and grill 

Optional fabric: Daytona

Optional PetFriendly fabric: Miramar 

Alternative fabric available, please refer to price list.

Optional bedding set available - see price list
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TECHNOLOGY

The Alde 24hr programmable central heating in the Capiro 
range ensures the perfect temperature, all year round.

Despite its light weight, the Capiro boasts an 
abundance of features as standard, quality  
craftsman-built cabinetry, and stylish detail 
inside and out. You can have it all… and at a 
surprisingly affordable price!

Capiro 574

Capiro 462 

Hot showers are assured, of  
course, and they go further  
with the water-saving Ecocamel  
Orbit shower. 

Our mattresses and seating give  
the ultimate support, whether  
lounging or sleeping - and Aquaclean 
fabric keeps your Capiro looking  
as good as new, as any spills simply 
wipe clean with water. 

Technology Features:

1. Improved Alde 24hr multi-
programmable central and  
water heating system. Runs on  
gas, electric (up to 3.15kW) or 
both with new easy-to-use LCD 
touchscreen control with  
night-time display setting

2. Alde Load Monitor (allows you  
to programme the max 230V 
current to prevent you exceeding 
the site’s electrical capacity)

3. AL-KO galvanised steel chassis 
with AL-KO AKS 3004 stabiliser 
and ATC Trailer Control System 
for smooth towing performance 
and exceptional stability. The 
AL-KO system comes with shock 
absorbers and receiver for optional 
AL-KO wheel locks, plus AL-KO 
Euro overrun device with 2-way 
assisted handbrake

4. Highflow submersible pump with 
intelligent controller and inline  
filter - turns the pump off when  
the water runs out

All Capiro caravans are built with 
fully-bonded SoLiD Construction

Capiro 574 

Capiro 550

Capiro 462 Capiro 462 Capiro 574 

Capiro 554
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LAYOUT OPTIONS

Choose from 4 exceptional Capiro models  -  
all available from your nearest approved  
Compass Caravan Retailer

Always popular, this classic 
island bed layout continues 
in the 2019 Season.

With the bathroom located 
amidships creating an  
en-suite style room, the 
Capiro 550 looks and feels 
luxurious. The island bed 
retracts in daytime mode and 
is flanked by wardrobes and 
windows either side.

SINGLE AXLE
4 BERTH

550

A surprisingly spacious 
2-berth layout with all 
the benefits of Capiro 
specification: Alde heating, 
Stargazer rooflight and so 
much more.

The spacious lounge converts 
into a large double bed, with 
a well-equipped bathroom 
and plentiful storage.  
The kitchen is beautifully-lit 
with windows to each side, 
plus a practical yet stylish 
dresser unit.

SINGLE AXLE
2 BERTH

462

Find your perfect caravan and  
get the best deal at elddis.co.uk

A best-selling layout, the 
transverse island bed 
layout benefits from a  
full-width rear bathroom.

Creating a bright open 
feel, accentuated by the 
Sky-Scape panoramic front 
window and Stargazer 
rooflight, it’s easy to 
appreciate the 554’s appeal!

SINGLE AXLE
4 BERTH

554

With super-comfortable 
beds at the rear and the 
central bathroom, this new 
layout works equally well 
for couples, families or 
those who like the option 
of travelling with friends!

The bathroom can be 
sectioned-off to create a 
couple’s en-suite or a  
family bathroom - the best  
of both worlds!

SINGLE AXLE
4 BERTH

574
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The award-winning Compass Camino boasts head-turning looks and exciting 
specification. From the slick, sporty exterior to the opulent interior - no other 
caravan looks or feels like the Compass Camino.

Innovative and Inspiring

Camino 674
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Polished 
Chrome-effect 
furniture 
handles with 
positive locking

Drop down clothes 
airer/dryer in 
shower cubicles 
(excl. 550)

Aquasource waterline 
for direct connection 
to mains supply

Stargazer 
rooflight Sky-Scape 

panoramic 
sunroof

DESIGN FEATURES

The Camino boasts innovation in every detail and offers unique and high level 
specification as standard, with space and practicality in abundance.

Domestic-
style heated 
towel rail in  
all bathrooms

New style 
bathroom 
accessories, 
plus 
additional 
towel hooks

‘Rose Metallic’ 
kitchen splashback 

Safefront 
PetFriendly 
upholstery

Oven, grill and dual fuel 
hob with spark ignition 
and 800W electric 
hotplate, three gas 
burners with smoked 
glass lid, additional oven 
shelf and interior light

Quiet-close 
wardrobes with 
automatic light

New style ABS rear 
panel with streamlined 
integrated rear light 
cluster and LED high 
level brake light

Retractable bed to 
(exc. 674) creating 
a comfortable 
daybed and 400mm 
additional floorspace 
during the day

DESIGN OPTIONS

Camino standard fabric is Aquaclean®  
- simply wipes clean with water.

Standard fabric: Miramar has Safefront® 
and PetFriendly® technology.

Standard fabric: Miramar

Camino 674 shown in standard fabric

Change the look and feel of your Camino  
with a choice of interior soft furnishings.

The Miramar upholstery is standard with Camino  
and is supplied with 4x co-ordinating scatter and  
4x armrest cushions.

Camino fabric 
is Safefront 
PetFriendly, making 
it hypo-allergenic 
and snag-proof. 
Perfect for 
caravanners with 
pets in tow!

- AL-KO Chassis with AKS 3004 stabiliser and ATC

- Strong-Lite Aluminium one-piece sides in  
‘Champagne Gold’

- Stone-chip resistant front panel and large gas locker

- Aero privacy flush-fit double-glazed side windows 
with pleated blinds and flyscreen

- Balanced wheels

- AL-KO Diamond Standard wheel lock(s)

- Spare wheel and underslung carrier

- External Gas barbecue point

- Exterior access locker door with 230V socket

- Sky-Scape panoramic sunroof 

- Stargazer rooflight

- Alde 24hr central and water heating system

- Alde Load Monitor – never trip out your electrics!

- Grade III Thermal Insulation for year-round use

- Aquaclean upholstery – wipes clean with water

- Safefront PetFriendly upholstery – both hypoallergenic 
and snag-proof!

- OZIO Upholstery – cool in Summer, warm in Winter

- Dual fuel hob

- Microwave

- 40L On-board water tank – gives 80L continuous 
water supply 

- Aquasource water line

- Ecocamel Orbit water-saving shower 

- Back-lit bathroom vanity mirror

- Retractable bed – creating 40cm extra floorspace in 
daytime mode (excl. 674)

- Craftsman-built cabinetry with positive locking

KEY FEATURES

NEW FOR 2019 SEASON

- Exterior Graphics

- Rear panel

- Improved wheel spats

- Contemporary interior design  
and luxurious ‘Miramar’ upholstery

- LED reading lights

- New style switches and sockets

- Fixed drawer handles

- New style bathroom accessories  
and extra towel hooks

- `Rose Metallic’ kitchen splashback

- New style oven and grill 

- Clothes dryer in shower cubicle

- Domestic style heated towel rail

Optional fabric: Daytona

Alternative fabric available, please refer to price list.

Optional bedding set available - see price list

Optional Leather upholstery

Optional fabric: Hampton
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TECHNOLOGY

Camino boasts a huge array of specification that is not just stylish - but smart too! Alde programmable central 
heating - with a handy Load Limiter so you’ll never ‘trip out’, on board water tanks and home-from-home facilities.  

The Camino’s class-leading, craftsman-built 
cabinetry exudes grandeur, whilst maintaining  
its competitive lightweight edge. 

This is the first and only choice for all  
serious caravan connoisseurs!

Camino 550

Camino 660

The interior design not only looks 
fabulous, it is also family and  
pet-friendly, so you can keep your 
Camino clean, even if they aren’t! 

Technology Features:

1. Improved Alde 24hr  
multi-programmable central 
and water heating system. Runs 
on gas, electric (up to 3.15KW) or 
both with new easy-to-use LCD 
touchscreen control with  
night-time display setting 

2. Alde Load Monitor (allows you to 
programme the max 230V current 
to prevent you exceeding the site’s 
electrical capacity)

3. 40L Onboard water tank  
giving 80L of continuous water 
supply (using water source  
auto changeover) 

4. Aquasource water line

5. Highflow submersible pump with 
intelligent controller and inline  
filter - turns the pump off when  
the water runs out 

6. TRACKER® Thatcham Cat 7 
approved tracker (includes first  
12 months subscription)

7. Balanced wheels for even wear  
and better fuel consumption

All Camino caravans are built with 
fully-bonded SoLiD Construction
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Camino 674

Camino 660 Camino 660Camino 660 Camino 660

Camino 554 shown in optional Leather upholstery
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LAYOUT OPTIONS

Choose from 4 exceptional Camino models  -  
all available from your nearest approved  
Compass Caravan Retailer.

The Camino 554 is a  
single-axle model with 
retractable transverse  
fixed bed and luxurious 
end bathroom to the rear. 

A popular option for  
couples and families alike.

SINGLE AXLE
4 BERTH

554

The Camino 550 is  
a single-axle model  
with retractable island 
fixed bed. 

This model features a 
separate bathroom and 
shower cubicle amidships, 
which can be sectioned off  
to create en-suite facilities. 

SINGLE AXLE
4 BERTH

550

Model shown in optional Leather upholstery

Find your perfect caravan and  
get the best deal at elddis.co.uk

The Camino 660 is a  
twin-axle model with 
retractable transverse 
fixed bed at the rear and 
superbly spacious lounge 
up-front, separated by 
luxurious washroom and 
shower room amidships.

This central area can be 
closed off from both the 
bedroom and from the living 
area, creating a true en-suite 
layout. A flexible option for 
couples and families alike.

TWIN AXLE
4 BERTH

660

The Camino 674 boasts 
a superbly comfortable 
twin bedroom at the rear 
with a centrally-located 
bathroom, which can be 
used as an en-suite or as  
a family bathroom. 

This flexible layout will appeal 
to both couples and families 
- with a bright, airy lounge 
which will be enjoyed by all! 

TWIN AXLE
4 BERTH

674



FOR ALL THE LATEST 
COMPASS NEWS, VIEWS, 
VIDEOS, REVIEWS AND 
HOLIDAY INSPIRATION 
VISIT THE HUB AT 
ELDDIS.CO.UK
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The most advanced technology  
used in touring caravan engineering.

STRONG
LIGHT&

Find out more by visiting www.elddis.co.uk/solid

The first and only fully-bonded construction 
system for touring caravans. SoLiD Construction 
uses a chemical bonding process which is used 
in Formula 1, aircraft and marine construction.

STRONG – SoLiD Construction means our caravans 
offer industry leading integrity and rigidity.

LIGHT – Fully bonded construction enables 
lighter vehicles which improves fuel consumption.

DRY – Waterproof joints and 95% fewer exterior 
screws create an impenetrable water barrier.

THE ADVANTAGES OF

Every one of our leisure vehicles proudly 
carries the NCC approved badge of quality. 
Elddis, Compass, Xplore and Buccaneer 
are trademarks of Erwin Hymer Group UK 
Ltd. Company Registration No. 02433663 
England & Wales. 

This brochure does not constitute an offer by Erwin Hymer 
Group UK Ltd. Erwin Hymer Group UK Ltd reserves the right 
to, and does alter from time to time, technical specifications, 
prices and model ranges as materials, model improvements 
and conditions require, and can accept no responsibility for 
discrepancies between these and subsequent models shown. 
This brochure is for guidance purposes only. Please be sure to 
check our full current and technical specifications with your 
retailer before placing your order. Please note that Approved 
Retailers are not the agents of Erwin Hymer Group UK Ltd. 
Accordingly they have no authority to bind Erwin Hymer 
Group UK Ltd or to make any representation or undertaking 
whatsoever on behalf of Erwin Hymer Group UK Ltd. Props 
shown in this brochure are for photographic purposes only and 
are not included in the specification. Bed covers and additional 
scatter cushions shown are for demonstration purposes only, 
similar co-ordinating sets are available to purchase from your 
Erwin Hymer Group UK Ltd retailer. Elddis, Compass, Xplore and 
Buccaneer products are covered against water ingress damage 
for 10 years from the original date of purchase of a new product. 
This applies to water ingress through any permanently sealed 
seam joints. If you purchase this vehicle as a used vehicle it may 
be possible to transfer the unexpired term of the warranty cover 
(up to a maximum of six years commencing at the original date 
of purchase from new). Full Terms and Conditions, including 
service intervals and exclusions can be found on the Elddis 
website www.elddis.co.uk or by telephoning Erwin Hymer Group 
UK Ltd Customer Care Team.

OUR SUPPLIERS



This isn’t the end ... it’s the beginning of a brand new adventure! 

Choose Compass and you join a growing community of caravanning friends. 

Join in and share your news, views and tips on one  
(or all!) of our Social Media channels. 

#FunStartsHere.

 www.elddis.co.uk


